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The issue of wealth is very important in the history of
mankind.Throughout history,there had been many people who expressed their
views of wealth. for example,the mercantilism,the physiocracy,the
classical political economist,Hegel and so on.They all put forward their
views on this issue,many of them had been highly appreciated by Marx.Marx
critically absorbed,inherited,and then Transcend them.
These high perspicacities had a profound impacts on the development
of human society,and also reflected their views of wealth.Marx's thought
of wealth reflected his view of wealth of historical materialism and
dialectical materialism.Marx's view of wealth was based on social
practice, it was full of humane care, it made wealth，personal development
and social development closely linked with, and it took abilities as the
standard, pursuit the fairness and justice.It was people-oriented,
systematic,harmonious view of wealth.
Because the previous researches are not systematic and comprehensive
enough,and confined to the economic field,this paper will focus on
systematic analysis and argumentation from the philosophy level,reveal
the human nature of Marx's thought of wealth and Philosophy standpoint
of historical materialism and dialectical materialism.The paper mainly
includes contents below:The ideological origins to Marx's thought of
wealth,wealth connotation, creation and distribution of wealth,
connotation and characteristics of wealth views of Marx's thought,the
contemporary significance of Marx's thought of wealth and the revelation
to us etc.
After more than one hundred years,Marx's thought of wealth still
maintains a fresh vitality that has many places worth learning.It is the














of utilitarianism and materialism and other erroneous ideas,grasp the
essence of wealth,better to create and distribute wealth ,to solve the
current social problems in China,to construct the a harmonious society.On
the one hand,we should learn the positive energy of Marx's though of
wealth,on the other hand,we should seek truth from facts,advance with the
times,try our best to promote the Marx's thought of wealth to suit the
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